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Priority arguments are undoubtedly the hallmark of recursion theory. 
They provide not only its most distinctive and characteristic methods 
but also the e~ential elements of its deepest and most difficult theorems. 
Thus a touchstone for any generalization of recursion thenry should be 
its suitability tbr the adaptation and application of priority arguments. 
in these teims the most successful generalization has been ~-recursion 
theory, the study of recursion on all admissible ordinals a. 
While this subject has its beginnings in Takeuti's notion of a recursive 
function of ordinals [24], it eventually tbund its proper setting with the 
introduction of admissibility by Kripke [6] and Platek [ 11 ]. It was, 
however, in the specialized form of metarecursion theory (i.e., a = wcK 
the least non-recursive ordinal) i'atroduced by Kreisel and Sacks [5] that 
~t began to reveal its closeness to ordinary recursion theory. Here too it 
first evidenced hopes for generalizing prioril y arguments. As a beginning, 
the simplest ype of priority argument was used by Sacks in his construc- 
tion of two incomparable meta-r.e, degrees [ 151. Later even complicated 
priority arguments were carried out in meta-recursion theory: Driscoll 
proved that the meta-r.e, degrees are dense [2] and Sukonick constructed 
a minimal pair of meta-r.e, degrees [231. 
The first success for the priority method in the setting of recursion on 
all admissible ordinals comes in [16] where Sacks and Simpson generalize 
the Friedberg-Much,~Jk solution of Post's problem [3, 10] to all admis- 
sible ordinals. In addition to the model-theoretic echniques of Sacks 
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and Simpson Lerman has developed a more recursion-theoretic approach 
to this type of construction [7]. He introduces the tame ~2-projectum 
to handle the difficult cases for which Sacks and Simpson used .~:quences 
of E l submodels of L~. Both papers do more, however, than just solve 
individual problems. They develop techniques that will handle any con- 
structions of t~-r.e..sets that correspond to sv,'ple finite injury priority 
arguments in ordinary recursion theory. Thus they significantly vindicate 
a-recursion theory as a generalization f ordinary recursion theory. 
The next phase in the attack on priority methods in ~-recursion theory 
consists of tackling the more complicated types of arguments. (We should 
also point out the need for a flanking maneuver to deal with finite injury 
arguments as used in the construction of non r.e+ sets. Although much 
work remains to be done, we here merely point to [18] and [ 191 as 
examples of tile beginning of such a program.) Roughly speaking tile 
other major form of priority arguments i  the infinite injury method of 
Sacks [12, § 36]. This method is much more powerful than that of Fried- 
berg and Muchnik and has been used to prove many deep and important 
theorems in ordinary recurs:on theory. The first attempt 'at such methods 
in a-recursion theory is that of Lerman and Sacks [9]. They use a weak 
form of the int+inite injury argument to construct minimal pairs of a-r.e. 
degrees for many but not all admissible t~. In this paper we take the next 
step by presenting the first successful attempt o generalize an infinite 
injury priority argument to all admissible ~, In particular, we generalize 
one of the me:~t important applications of the full method in ordinary 
recursion theory [14]: the recursiveiy enumerable degrees are dense. 
We began our attack 'on this problem by first considering an interme- 
diate type of priority argument in which the injuries are still finite but the 
preservations lack a priori bounds. This type of ,~rgument is exemplified 
by Sacks' splitting theorem [ ! 2, § 51 which we lifted to c+-recursion 
theory in [201. As was the case with Sacks' work in [ 12] and [ 14], 
some of the key ideas in this paper were first conceived in simpler forms 
for o,~r proof of the splitting theorem. In addition to our work in this 
area, Chong [ 1 ] independently developed rather different echniques 
to handle an intermediate but weaker type of priority argument. By 
exploiting Lerman's idea of the tame ~2-projectum tie solves Post's 
problem below an arbitrary a-r.e, degree (a corollary of the splitting 
theorem) by a direct construction. 
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As was tile case with the simple finite injury argument in [ 16] and 
[7], the methods at hand [20, 1 ] seem sufficient o handle constructions 
of a-r.e, sets reqtfiring arguments with unbounded preservations. We can- 
not as yet make such a claim for the full infinite injury method. There 
are just too many dissimilar variations on this theme in ordinary recur- 
sion theory to permit such a claim withoul further investigations. Thus 
although we consider our results to be another significant victory for 
a-recursion theory, considerable work remains to be done. 
To briefly sketch the makeup of this paper we note that it begins 
with a section (I) supplying the basic definitions of a-recursion theory 
and the essential ba~,kground facts needed in the proof Except for the 
methods of approximating [e] B for a-r.e. B most of the material in this 
section is standard. In Section 2 we outline the major difficulties beset- 
ting our endeavor to generalize an infinite il#ury priority argument and 
the methods used to overcome them. Section 3 introduces some techni- 
cal apparatus needed to describe our construction. In particular we ex- 
plain how to ~-recursively approximate the final desired priority listing. 
Section 4 consists of a description and explanation of the requirements 
and the construction they control. The goal, of course, is to construct 
an a-r.e, set A intermediate (in a-degree) between two given a-r.e, sets 
B and C. Section 5 contains the proofs of various lemmas howing that 
our requirements succeed and the constructed set has all the required 
properties. Finally in Section 6, we sketch the modifications needed t3 
prove that the a-calculability degrees are dense. 
Except for an acquaintance with Godel's constructible hierarchy and 
a number of preliminary facts which we refer to in Section 1, this paper 
is technically self-contaiv, ed. The reader, however, will find the going 
considerably eased if he is familiar with an infinite injury priority argu- 
ment in ordinary recursion theory and a finite injury one in ~-recursion 
theory. For the former we recommend Shoenfield's excellent account 
in [ 17 ] as we adopt Ixis approach to certain basic problems. For the 
latter we suggest [ 16] or better [20] since several of the techniques 
used here appear there in embryonic form. 
1. Definitions and other preliminaries 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the L~ hierarchy of Godel's 
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constructible universe and begin with the definition of the ~;n hierarchy 
of  formulas. A formula of set theory with constants from L a is T 0 over 
La (~0/L~ ) and II 0/L~ if all its quantifiers are bound, i.e., of  the form 
(3x ~ s) or (Vx ~ s). Proceeding inductively we call a formula Xn (Fin) 
over L a if it consists of  an initial unbounded existential (universal) 
quantifier followed by a formula which is IIn_ l (2;n- 1 ) over L a . If we 
allow an additional unary predicate in our language and interpret it as 
membership n some A ~ L ,  then we call the formulas built up in this 
way En(A) and 1-In(A) over L~. Of course, a set B c L~ is Z,~, II,~ ~V,(A) 
or fin(A) if there is a formula ~(x) of the appropriate form such that 
x ~ B ** L~ ~ ¢(x). As usual a set that is both ,v n (v,n(A 1) and I1 n 
(Hn/L ~) is called A n (An(A)) over L~. 
Using this notation we define an ordinal a to be admL~sible if La satis- 
fies the replacement axiom schema of ZF for formulas which are ,v I/L~. 
Thus for an admissible a one may think of L~ as a model of a weak set 
theory. In particular, we note that it satisfies the axiom of choice. Indeed 
the usual well-ordering of L induces a A t /L  a well-ordering of  La for each 
admissible ~. It is to this well-ordering that we refer whenever we speak 
of the least x with some property. 
Turning now to the recursion theoretic terminology, we begin by 
defining a set A c__ L~ to be ~-recursively enumerable (a-r.e.) if it has a 
1 /L  definition. A partial function f :  L ~ La is called partial a-recur- 
sire. if its graph is a-r.e. If, in addition, fls domain is all of a it is a-recur- 
sire. Note that as there is always a one-one  a-recursive map of t~ onto 
L it suffices for recursion-theoretic purposes to deal only with func- 
tions on a and subsets of a. It is for this reason that we only require 
that an a-recursive function have domain a rather than La. Finally, a 
set K is a-finite if it is a member of  La and A c__ a is regular if A n o is 
a-finite for every o < a. 
The basic recursion-theoret[c fa t about admissible ordinals is that 
one can 1~ ,'form A l (= a-recursive) recursions in L a . Thus for example 
we can a-rccursively Godel number the a-finite sets, K ,  and the ~0/Lc, 
formulas with two free variables ~o~ (x, y). This immediately gives a 
Godel numbering for the a-r.e, se tsR  = {x 1 L ~ (3).') (~0~(x,y))). We 
can then easily define a simultaneous o-recursive approximation R~ to 
the a-r.e, sets by setting R °~ = {x < o I (3y ~ L ) (9~(x,y))}. This is also 
called an enumeration o f  R~ and x is said to be enumerated in R ,  at stage 
tr if x ~ R~ ° ~nd x q~ Re r for r < a. 
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We now use this enumeratk3n to define relative recursweness beginning 
of cour~ with an approximation: [e]oc(7) = 5 iff 
O0)  (3~) ((q¢, 5, O, ~) ~ R a Kp c_ C. K~ c a - C) 
(We have here employed an a-recursive coding ( , )  of n-tuples.) We then 
say flaat [el c(3,) = 8 if [e]c(~/) = ~ ."or some a. Note that this makes [e] c 
a possibly multi~,alued function. This supplies us with the definition of 
weakly a-reeurs~'e (~<wa) for partial functions f: f~w,~ C i f f f  = [e]C (and 
so in particular ie] c is singlevalued) for some e. Of course for B ~ L we 
say that B ~<w, C if its characteristic function c B is wa recursive in C. We 
also note that if C is regular, then B ~<wa C iff c B is Z t (C) /L .  
Although weak t~-recursiveness is a useful concept, it is not the notion 
of reducibility that is appropriate to recursion on admissible ordinals. 
To justify saying thal !t is a-recursive in C, we would really like to be 
able to recover from C all a-finite amounts of information about B. The 
reason for this is that it is the a-finite sets, rather than individual ordi- 
nals, that are the elements of our domain of discourse. In addition, a- 
recursiveness enjoys the crucial property of transitivity which wa-recur- 
siveness does not. For our formal definition we say that B is a-recursive 
in C (B ~<~ C) iff there is an e such that, tbr all a-finite sets K~, 
K~ C_ B c* (3p)( 3rl)(]o) ((p, ~, ~, O) ~ R a~ , K o_ C C' K n C- ~-  C), 
K v ~ a--B ~, (:tp)(3n)(3o) ((P,~,~l, I )E  R~, KoC_C. Knc__a-C) 
Under these ciretmastances we say that B is computed from C via the re- 
duction procedure e. Of cotu'se, 3 <~ C means that B <~ C and C ~a B. 
As %, is transitive we naturally have a class of  0~-degrees which is 
ordered by ~,  : deg (A) = {B ~ a I B ~<a A ~<a B}. In this paper we will 
be concerned with the a-recursively enumerable a-degrees; that is, the 
degrees which contain an a-r.e, set. Thus we turn to a discussiorl of  some 
particular advantages enjoyed by these degrees. Chief among them is that 
of regularity: every a-r.e, degree contains a regular a-r.e, set [ 15]. As an 
example of the usefulness of this attribute we point out that our approx- 
imations R~ ° behave particularly well for regular sets. Thus if C ° is the 
approximation for C then C ° converges to C on all initial segments of a, 
i.e., 
(V6)  (3r )  (Vo ~ r) (Vx < 6) (x ~ C ~, x ~ C °)  . 
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This is an easy consequence of admi~ibility. We will usually omit proofs 
of such facts and refer the reader to [ 131 and [ 161 for any such basic 
facts which do not seem obvious. 
We r:ext consider a methoa for approximating the computation of a 
regular set B from a regular t~-r.e, set C. We abuse notation by identify- 
ing a set with its characteristic function. Thus, for example, we write 
B r ~ for B n ~ and its characteristic function. With this confusion in 
mind we say that ~re~c° f 6 =B r ~5 if, for the least element 
(r, (P0, r/0,3'0, 0>, (Pl ,  r/!, ~'l, 1 )) less than o such tlmt 
K~ong =¢, K ouK.,,=~, 
(pi, rli, 3"i,i)ERr K c~_ K C~-C a 
e ' Pi - -  " ~i - -  ' 
for i = 0, l, we have K~o = B n & If there is no such element, we set 
(e}~ [" ~ = iS. Intuitively this means that at stage o it looks as if we can 
compute B r 8 from C via e. We call the element 
(~', (P0, r/0,3'0,0), (Pi ,  r/l, 3'1, 1 )) 
the computation orb ~ 5 from C via e at stage a. {e}C~(x) is defined 
similarly as the value of  the least computation (i.e., the element 
"r, ,~, rl, <x,y>, 0>) less than a of [e]C(x) (i.e., with (p, ~, (x.y), 0 )~ R~, 
K o ~ C ° and K,  c _ a -C° ) ) .  If there is no such computation, we set 
(e}C°(x) = 1. Note that the values of {c} c° and the inlbrmation it uses 
are all less than o. 
It is fairly easy to see that if we can compute B from C via e then for 
every 6 < a there is a r such that o ~ r implies that ~-~ c° t~:~ ~ 6=B~ ~. 
The point is that, by assumption, there is some least correct computa- 
tion. Thus we need only wait till all smaller computations are incorrect. 
They form an a-finite set and so depend only on some initial segment 
of B which will, as we saw above, eventually become correct. Converse- 
Iv, if (e)o c° ~ /i does eventually equal B [" ~5 for every 8 then B <0, C 
(tat, ugh perl~aps via another eduction procedure). 
For our last definition in this context we call K, o K the informa- 
' 10  0 
tion about C used by the above computatio,~ of {e} c r ~'. It is ~id to 
be found to be incorrect at a latter stage r i f(K n u K,  ) n C r ~ 0. We 
0 ~ ~l 
are ignoring K o i since it is always correct, i.e., K~, t ~ C -'° implies K m ~ C. 
Similarly, K,~ is said to be the information used about C in the above 
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~.m~putation f {e} c°(x). It too is found to be incorrect when C T a K v~ 0 
Rettu'nb~g to more general matters we now consider several important 
variations on the notions ~" projeetum and cofinality. We define the ~n 
(~n(B)) projectum of a, written onp(~) (cnpB(a)), to be the least ordinal 
# such dzat there is a one-one  map of a into 0 which is Z n (Zn(B))/L ~. 
We have from [4] an important characterization of these projecta as the 
least ordinal 0 such that there is a ~n subset o fo  which is not a-finite. 
A similar argument, using in addition the existence of an a-recursive 
approximation to a Z,, proiection,, gives the analogous result for ~1 (B) 
when c is admissible and B is regular and a-r.e. The main use of these 
projec",a is in providing short listings of the reduction procedures. Thus, 
for example, if O is the o 1PB (a) we can Gbdel-number things with or- 
dinals less than p by prt!iecting down. In particular, if f :  a -+ O is as 
required by the definition of o lpB(a), then :.-1 is a partial function 
from 0 onto a which is also ~ (B)/La. Thus we can rewrite all our 
definitions for relate're recursiveness using f - l~  lbr 7/< p in place of 
e < a. As it wilt be r:eeded we sketch the definition of {f-lrT)C°l 6 
when B is a regular t~-r.e, set. As/3 is regular, f -  l = [v]8 some v < a. 
Thus by {f-I  77}c '7 I 6 we mean that one first computes {v}~a(~) =e 
and then computes {e) c" I 6. Under these circumstances, we say that 
the ini'ormation about B used in the computation of {v}~'(r/) is also 
used by the computation of {f-1 co rt}o 16. 
"Turning now to cofinalities, we define the ~n (12n (B)) cofinality of a, 
written or, cf(~) (on el" B (a)), to be the least ordinal 7 such that there is a 
map from 7 onto an unbounded subset of ~ which is ~n ("n tB))/L. 
For regular B the olcfB(a) is equal to the reeursive cofina~ity orB, 
written rcf(B), which is defined as the least 7 for which there is a map 
from "r onto an unbounded subset of ~ which is weakly a-recursive in B. 
We will use the rcf(B) and the o2ct~ (0t~ (for a given regular a-r.e. B) to 
govern the number of steps allowed in certain parts of our construction. 
The point is that (for regular B) if fewer than oncfB (a) steps ar~ per- 
formed in a ~n(B) process, one remains within L~. Thus for example if 
B is regular and ol cfe(a) = a then (L~, B) is an admissible structure. In 
general, a set B such that rcf(B) = a is called hyperregular. We also re- 
mark that all projecta and cofinalities are obviously cardinals in L .  
We close this section with some miscellaneous notational conventions. 
Given a function f we write f ix]  for the range o f f l '  x, fw i th  domain 
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restricted to x. As we think of  an ordinal as the set of its predecessors, 
this meanz that f [6]  = {f(ri) i ~ < 6)As  mentioned above we have an 
aorecursive pairing function ( , )  for ordinals. Note that it is defined so 
that x < (x,y) for all x, y and cardinals of  L are closed trader <, ). We 
use it to code n-tuples as usa# ((x, y, Z) = (x, (y, z)} etc.) and also to 
think of a set A ~ a as a square array. Thus the/~th row of  A, written 
A (a), is just { y I (/3,y)~ A }. We also iaave the usual a-recursive projec- 
tion maps from n-tuples to their coordinates which we den:'~te by rr 0 , 7r I , 
etc. 
2. The general plan 
As every a-r.e, a-degree contains a regular a-r.e, set we may state our 
result as follows: For any regular a-r.e, sets B < C there is an ~-r.e. set 
A such that B < A <a C. In Section 4 we will describe an a-recursive 
procedure which enumerates the desired set A. As the construction will 
be quite tightly controlled by C we will be able to show that A <~ C 
without too much trouble. To insure that A has "!1 the other required 
properties we employ three types of  requireme .ts. 
The first requirement will be that A (°) = {xl <0,x)~ A) = B. Thus 
whenever an element x is enumerated in B we will put (0,x) into A. This 
requirement will have the highest priority, i.e., l~othing can prevent it 
from being carried out, and so we will have B < A. Next we will have 
Ot 
negative requirements similar to those of [201 to make stare that C~,, A. 
Roughly speaking these will, for each priority x, try to preserve compu- 
tations of initial segments of C from A via any reduction procedure in 
the block of reduction procedures associated with x. The general idea is 
that should C be computable from A via e, we would then eventually 
protect c~mputations of C I" 8 from A (for larger and larger 6) against 
all injurie~ except for ones dictated by B. Thus a-recursively in B we 
could rec¢ gnize the ones that will remain protected and so be correct. 
This would then enable us to calculate C from B contradicting the as- 
sumption that C ~,~ B. 
Finally, we will have positive requirements for each priority x that 
try to copy initial segments of C into certain parts of  A as long as it 
appears that we can compute associated initial segments of  A from B via 
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:my reduction procedure in a block associated with x. The idea here is 
that should A turn out to be a-recursive in B, we would eventually copy 
all of C into parts of A that are recognizable effectively in B. Thus we 
would have C <~ A v B <~= B, aeain~ a contradiction, and so A ~ B. 
As is often the case in a-recttrsion theory, the main overall problem is 
to arrange tile requirements in a sufficiently short sequence. We first use 
a ~ l (B)-projection to list the reduction procedures. Then w~ apply a 
method introduced in [20] to enable us to consider whole blocks of 
reduction procedures as single requirements. Because of the complexity 
of the construction we are then tbrced to use the 2~ 2 (B)-cofinality of a 
as our underlying ordering of these requirem~.,ats. Although this is a 
natural choice, it is difficult to implemel~t since it is given by a ~3 func- 
tion while our construction must be A l . This restriction requires an 
approximation procedure for the priority listing wb.ich is quite weak. It 
converges only in the sense that the correct value is the least one returned 
to at an unbounded sequence of stages. This phenomenon is typical of 
the infinite injury method in ordinary recursion theory. Thus it was only 
to be expected that it manifest itself in the very ordering of priorities in 
a-recursion theory. Related approximations to ~:3 functions have also 
been used by Lerman [8] to construct maximal ~-r.e. sets for certain 
admissible ordinals a. We expect hat they will be a major tool in priority 
arguments in ~-recursion theory. 
In additiov, to the difficulties peculiar to a-recursion theory, we also 
have the usual combinatorial problems posed by the infinite injury 
priority method even in ordinary recursion theory. We must not allow 
positive requirements to be thwarted by an unbounded succession of 
temporary negative requirements. This problem is solved roughly as in 
[ 17 ] by not allowing elements with positive requirements to be put into 
negative requirements in an essential way. Instead we put in a collection 
of other elements which are being kept out by other requirements of
higher priority that also contain the elemenls at issue. Indeed we close; 
off our negative requirements under such a replacement operation. The 
m~ chinations necessary to carry out the proof that we can perform this 
closure operation will cause a slight split in our argument. The idea is 
that the closure will be done naturally in co steps of a process ~-recur,:ive 
in C. Thus if rcf(C) > ¢o all will be well. On the other hand if rcf(C) = co 
we will arrange things so that only finitely many steps (corresponding to 
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an initial segment of the to list of priorities) are actually necessary. All 
changes for the case rcf(C) = to will be indicated in square brackets 
[...]. 
Finally there will be a. whole new set of problems introduced if B is 
not hyperregular. Since we will essentially (i.e., in the limit) be working 
relative to B its non-hyperregularity raises the obvious but serious diffi- 
culty of not being able to iterate simple procedures. We handle this dif- 
ficulty by restricting ou~elves to rcf(B) many steps in several parts of  
the construction. This ~ssures us that initial segments of the procedure 
will terminate below a. Even this drastic restriction would not suffice 
were it not for Lemma 3.1 which assures us that we can also work with 
initial segmenl~s of ol PB (a). 
3. Approximating the basic functions 
The key parameters in our proof are p, the El (B)-projectum of a,/3, 
the recursive cofinality of B and T, the Z2 (B) cofinality of a [the recur- 
sive cofinality of C]. In this section we will describe particularly nice 
a-recursive approximationsf ° , ga and h a to the l'unclionsf, g, and h 
which embody the defining characteristics of p,/3, and 7 respectively. 
Thus f  : a ~ p is one-one and Z! (B) as isg which maps f3 onto an un- 
bounded subset ofa.  h, of course, i.s Z2(B) [~l (C)] and maps T onto 
an unbounded subset of a. We will also establish some important rela- 
tions among these parameters and functions which will he needed later. 
We begin with the straighttbrward approximations to )" and g. 
By the definition o fp  there is an e such that f= [e] B maps a one-one 
into po We thus naturally approximate fby  settingf~'(x) = (e}so°t,x). 
f ° (x )  converges in the sense that: 
Lemma 3. ~. For every x there is a r such that o >>- r &2pries that f° (x)  = f(x). [] 
We will also need f - I  to recover eduction procedures in tile context 
of computing ~f-I r/}B or ( f - I  rl)A for r/< O- For this use we have 
already introduced our approximation procedure, ( f -  17/} ~a in Sec- 
tion 1. 
The approximation for g is only slightly different. By definition of/3 
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there is an e such that [el '~ maps 13 c nto an unbounded subset of a. We 
now set 
Of course, g(x) is then (Uv< x [e] 8 (.).)) + x + 1. This assures us that both 
g and g~' are non-zero and strictly increasing in x. Moreover the conver- 
gence ofg  ° to g is even better than for f, Indeed. as we can recognize 
w~-recursively in B the stage at which g°(x) is computed correctly, we 
see by the definition of (3 that: 
Lemma 3.2. (Vx</3) (qr) ('q'o > r) (Vy < x)  (g°U') =gLv)), 
We also note for later use that as g is .,trictly increasing and unbounded 
in a, gO must be incorrect on a fhlal segment of ~ tbr every o. 
Before describing the approximation for h we need a few lemmas. The 
first is the key to handling non-hyperregular B's and is needed at several 
points. Tl~e others supply an equivalent definition for ~/that will pro- 
vide us with a particularly good method of approximating h.
Lemma 3,3.0 <~/3. 
Proof. We show that if/3 < p then C-N< B for our contradiction, We 
begin by defining a set P ~/3 ×/3: 
<r/, 8) ~ P c* (Vx < g(rl)') (x ~ C c* x ~ C g(6)) . 
To see that P is ll 1 (B) rewrite it as 
(r/, 8)E pc ,  (Vw) (Vz)[w = g(r/), z =g(8) 
(Vx< w) (xe  C~ xe  C~)I 
and note that w = g(~) and z = g(8) are A 1 (B) while x ~ C is Z 1 and 
x ~ C z is A 0. As/3 is a cardinal it is closed under the pairing function 
and so P ~ 13. By our assumption/3 < P, and by the characterization f 
P from p. 129 every Z)(B) (and hence every II~ (B)) subset of/3 is a-finite. 
Thus in particular, P is a-finite and may be uniformized by an a-finite 
function k :/3 -~ ~ (i.e., (~, k(r/)~ E P for all r/~ ~'0 [P] )" Of course, k is 
defined on all of/3 by the regularity of C. 
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We can now see tkat C < B. To compute C ~ o for any o, which 
surely suffices, we simply find an 7/</3 such that g(r/) > o and calculate 
C kg('~) . As g <w~ B this computation only required a-finitely much in- 
formation about B. Moreover it gives the correct values for C t g(r/) by 
the definition of P. [] 
We should remark that this proof really skows that every ~-r.e. set is 
a-recursive in any regular a-r.e, set B with rcf(B) < alpa(~). In this form 
the lemma will be put to good use in [ 21 ] to analyze the structure of the 
nonregular mad non-hyperregular a- .e, sets. We also note that if we had 
wished to be more formal ha the above proof, we could have uniformly 
in a written a Z 1 (B) definition for C t' o and so shown that C<,~ B. 
Although it would have been quite manageable in this case, our proce- 
dures will become much more complicated and so we will restrict our- 
selves in all cases to informal descriptions of reduction procedures. We 
will, however, try to make it clear that all a-finite amounts of  informa- 
tion, about C say, can be obtained from an ~-finite amount of  informa- 
tion, about B say, to show that C ~,  B. 
Lemma 3.4. There is a A l (B) map ] f rom 13 onto ~. 
Proof. As f  -z is 2; I (B), let ~o be a Ao(B) formu|a such that 
f - I  (X) = y .c~ (:lZ) (~0(X, y, Z)).  
Noting that <, ) maps 13 one-one  onto/3 we define ] on/3 by ]((x, r/)) = y 
i f fx  < p and (3z < gO/)) (~x ,y ,  z)) ory  = 0 and tile condition fails. 
More precisely we say that 
j (t) = y =- (3x , r /< /3) [t =<x, r~) ^  (x<p^(3W)  
(g(n) = W ,~ (3z < W) ~0(x, y, z))) 
v 0 '=0^ (p<xv (3W) 
(g(~) = lea (Vz < W) ~x.  y, z))))l 
As g is A l (B), ] is clearly Z l (B) and total on t3 and ~ A 1 (B). As the 
range o f f -1  is t~ and range o fg  is unbounded in ~ the range of ]  is also 
all of a. [] 
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Lemma 3.5.3'/s the least 0 such that there is a partial function k(x, y) 
weakly a-recursive in B such that k x = {y I k(x,y) is convergent ) is a 
proper initial segment o f  ~ybr each x < 0 but Ux< o k x = 13. 
Proof. The map sending x tog(U k x) can be seen to be a Z2(B) map 
from ~3 onto an unbounded subset of a .  x ~ z iff 
(3w) [z = g(w), k(x. w) is divergent, 
(Vy < w) (k(x, y) is convergent)] . 
As k(x, y) being convergent is ~1 (B) and w </3 which is the rcf(B), the 
last clause is equivalent to one E l (B). Thus the whole definition is 
equivalent to one ~22 (B), and the least 0 of the lemma is surely >~7. On 
the other hand we can define a k as described in the lemma with ~/for 9 
from a ~2(B) definition of a map from 3' onto an unbounded subset of 
~. Let l(x) = y iff (:lw) (Vz) ¢(x, y, w, z) give such a map (~p is A0(B)). 
We then set k(x, y) = 0 if (V<o, r/> ~< y < 13) (:lz) "q ¢(x, j(o), j(~), z) 
where j is as in Lemma 3.4; otherwise k(x, y) is divergent. Again as 
13 = rcf(B), we can reverse the order of quantifiers and so get an equiv- 
alent ~1 (B) definition for k which is therefore w~-recursive in B. More- 
over tbr x < 3' if <v, ~> is the least possible pair such that l(x) =j(v) and 
(Vz) ¢(x, j(v), j(~), z), then k(x. y) is convergent for every y < <v, 7/) and 
divergent for every y ~ <o, r/>. Finally as the range o f / i s  unbounded in 
the corresponding values for o and so <v, r/> are unbounded in 13 by the 
definition of/~. Thus k has all the properties described in the lemma and 
so 0 ~< 7. [] 
We now turn to defining h and its approximating function h °. We let 
e be such that [e] B (<x, y)) = 0 if (Bw ~ x) (k(x, y) = 0) (and divergent 
otherwise) where k is as in the preceding proof. As with g we are taking 
precautions to make sure that h is a positive strictly increasing function. 
Precisely, we set h°(x) =g~O' +x) where y is the least z < t3 such that 
Bo {e}~, (Cx, z>) = 1 (recall that this happens when there is no computation 
of (e)a s° at <x, z>) except hat if at stage o = r+ l  we find that some 
information about B used in the computation of some (e)~r<x, z) was 
incorrect we set y equal to tile least such z. We say that all the informa- 
Ba tion about B used in computing (e},  (<x, w )) for w < y, as well as that 
used in computing a(y), is used in the computation of h°(x). Of course, 
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h(x) isg(y x +x)  where y x is the le~.st z < # such that [elS((x, z)) is 
divergent, h clearI~r maps 3' onto ar unbounded subset of  a. Before 
remarking on the adequacy of this approximation, we prove a lamina. 
l.emma 3.6. f f  k(z ,y)  = [r/]B((z, y)) is wa-recursive ht B and 
k z = (y i k(z, y) is convergent} 
is a proper initial segment o f  [3 for ,:ach z < x < 3", then 
K:: = (<zoo t z < x, k(z, y)  is convergent } 
is a-finite. Moreover, K x is bounded below iJand the range o f  [v~] B on 
K x is bounded below a. 
Proof. Consider a function l(z, y) which is convergent iff there is a stage 
r> gfy) at which ~--)BT( ", W) first converges via a correct computation 
for some w </3. l(z, y)  is clearly wa-recttrsive in B and, for each z < 3', 
I z = (y  I l(z, y) is convergent) is a proper initial segment of/3. (It is 
proper since the map w ~,- the least r such that {rt},a'((z. w)) converges 
via a correct computation is wa-recm'sive in B with domain a proper 
initial ~egment of ft.) Thus Uz<xL is less than/3 by Lemma 3.5. Thus 
B r -  ., ,~) K x = {(z,y)l z<x,  {r/} r ((,,3-,. is convergent via 
a correct computation from B}, 
where r =g(Uz<xlz). As we only need B t r, an a-finite set, to check 
which elements of the a-finite set 
((z, y)  1 z < x, {r/}r~*((z, )'>) is convergent } 
correspond to correct computations, K x is itself a-f init-  Moreover, by 
Lemma 3.5, K x is also bounded below #. As tile map from (z, y)  E K x 
to [,/]B((z, y)) is wa-recursive in B, the rarxge of  [r/] e eta K x is bounded 
by the defim~ion of #. [2 
We now establish two facts about the adequacy of  the approximation 
h a toh. 
Fact 3.7. (Vx < ~) (:tr) (Vz < x) ( re  ;) r) (h°(z) .> h(z))~ 
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Proof. With e as in the definition o fh  ° we define k(z,y), for z < x and 
), </3, to be the least stage o at which a correct computation from B is 
used to compute {e)~c'(iz, y>) = 0. As k satisfies the hypotheses of  
Lemma 3.6, we have a bound on its range. As K x is bounded below/3, 
we can z lso make sure by Lemma 3.2 that gO is correct on aH relevant 
argumer ts to get the required r. D 
Fact 3.8. (V.~" < ~,) (Vr) (3o)  r) (h° (x ]  = h(.x')). 
Proof, After stage r of Lemma 3.6 we see that h~(x) = h(x) unless 
B o 
{e }o (x,)'r) = 0. Incorrect infornaation about B must be used in this 
computation by the definition of Yx" We must, t~f course, discover this 
at some later stage o'. Now by definition we see that 
h '~ (x) = gO O'x + x) -- g(Yx + x) = h(x) .  [] 
[In place of all the above we use tile fact that rcf(C) = ~ = 3' to 
approxhnate h. Specifically we define h a and h exactly as we did gO and 
g except that we use C in place of B. Of course, we then use no informa- 
tion about B but rather about C in the computation of h ° (x).] 
We close this section with a lemma needed to stlow that we handle all 
the reduction procedur,~s. 
Lemma 3,9..f[h['~]] is unbounded i)~ P. 
Proof. Suppose for the sake of a contradiction that f lh[~]] c__ 8 < p. 
Now the domain D o f f  -1 I" 8 is a E l (B) subset of 6 < p and so a-finite. 
Thus the function given by l(x) =,f-1 (x) i fx  ~- D and l(x) = 0 i fx  q~ D 
is wa-recursive in B. Its range however includes hi3'] which is unbounded 
in a. As 8 < p </3 we have contradicted the definition of/3. [] 
4. The requirements and construction 
We begin by giving highest priority to the requirement that A (°) = B. 
Thus whenever an element x is enumerated in B at stage o we will put 
(0, x) into A at that stage violating whatever negative requirements his 
entails- As no elements (0, x) will be put into A in any other way, this 
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ensures that A (°) = B and so B <~ A. 
In order to deal with the other r~cluirements we first code the reduc- 
tion procedures as ordinals less than a by / .  We then divide # up into 3' 
many (overlapping) blocks consisting of the ordinals less than fh(x)  for 
x < "r. (They cover # by Lemma 3.9.) Finally we consider each such 
block as a single reduction procedure. More precisely, when we are try- 
ing to prevent C from being ~-recursive in A by using negative require- 
ments of priority x to protect computations which would tend to make 
this true, we accept such computations {e} A [" 5 = C ~ 5 from any 
e < fh(x) for which we do not already have a computation showing that 
C cannot be computed from A via e. The crucial point here is that treat- 
ing the entire block as a single requirement in this way will not interfere 
with our ability to recover C a-recursively in B (aad so deduce a contra- 
diction) should these preservations be unbounded in ~ (as would neces- 
sarily be the case if C < A via an e < jTz(x)). Ro'.~ghly speaking the rea- 
son is that we will eventually be able to recognize a-recursively inB 
which computations of C r ~ are correct. Thus if they are unbounded in 
tv we would be able to recover C from B even though they may be com- 
puted via different e's. The positive requirements will be handled simi- 
larly. 
This description ignores (among other points) the necessity to a-recur- 
sively approximate all the functions involved. We, of  course, employ the 
approximations of Section 3 in our formal description of the require- 
ments. It mig~ht however be tlsefui for the reader to at first suppress 
these approximations a well as ti~e bracketed changes for rcf(C) = w. 
He can then later verify that the approxLmations and indicated alterations 
really fill the bill. 
The positive requirements at ~tage o. We are thmkin~ of 
A (h°tx)' x) = [Ath°(x)) ](x) 
as a square array for e~,ch x < 3'. We will, roughly speaking, try to t:opy 
C ~ gO(y) a~ it is enumerated into the o th row o fA  thqx)'x) for the least 
new y < B st:ch that we now seem to be able to compute C r gO(y) from 
A a via some e < f °h° (x) .  I f  the computation used is later found to be 
incorrect, we will give up our attempt o copy C ~ gO(j:) into A as well 
as others initiated later for larger y's. We have used A ° to mean the set 
of elements put into A before stage o of  our construction. All the rest of 
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our terminology will be defined simultaneously with tile formal descrip- 
tions of  the requirements: 
For each x < 3' let y be the least w </3 (if there is one) for which 
there ,s no current P , with hr(x ") = h°'~ ") If there is a p-x-active 
e <f~h ' (x )  such that {f-1 e}~ 1' g'~O') = A ~ l' g°O'), we take the least 
computation associated with such an e and lc;t Po, x.v be the information 
used about B in this associated computation together with that used for 
g°(x) and h°(x), (See Section 1 for ;he r:levant definitions.) If at any 
later stage o' we enumerate" an element of Po.s:.y in B [or one in C used 
in the computation of h° (x) ] wecancetP tbr a l lo< r~< o' and 
"v >f y with hr(x) = h°(x), Until it i~ cancelled ?,,,x,y is called cto'rent. 
As long as Po.x,y is current we create a positive requirement for any 
element associated with Po,x.y (i,e., any (td (x), x, e, z) with z < g°00),  
whenever z is enumerated in C. Of course, ifPo, x,y is later cancelled we 
cancel all such positive requirements a well. If they are never cancelled, 
the Po.x,y and associated positive requirements are called permanent. 
Otherwise they are temporary. 
Finally we define a reduction procedure  to be p-~-active at stage o 
unless there is a cur rent  Pr, x.y with an associated computation 
(j,-I e}Br T ~ gT(y)= A ~ ~ gT(v) 
such that 
~[ O 7" 1' gaO' )~A ~ gT(y), id (x )=ha(x) .  
Intuitively this means that it looks as if one cannot compute A from B 
via f -  t e. 
The negative requirements at stage a. We are here trying to preserve 
apparent computations of C from A. Unfortunately, we cannot simply 
make the information used about A in such computations into a nega- 
tive requirement to keep zhese elements out of A. Were we to do this 
we might have permanent positive requirements being thwarted by an 
unbounded succession of temporary negative requirements. ']['his would 
upset the general plan by which only permanent requirements should 
have permanent effect. So instead we will form an associated set and 
make it into a negative requirement. 
The t,~ain restriction on this set is that no element with a current 
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positive requirement is included in any negative requirement in ml essen- 
tial way. We will thereby insure that positive requirements can be effec- 
tively thwarted only by the tx-finitely many negative requirements exist- 
ing at the stage at which they are created. We must however eplace these 
elements so that protect~;og the negative requirements eventually se,wes 
to preserve the associated computation. The idea here is that if an ele- 
ment x has a current positive requirement but has not yet been put into 
A it must be in a current negative requirement N of  higher priority. We 
thus can .rely on N to continue to keep x out of A and we can put o~her 
acceptable elements of N into our requirement to tell us when it h~ts 
failed to do this. To carry out this idea we in fact close our r~ui rement  
under such a replacement procedure. 
Finally, if any element of our requirement ever gets into A, we cancel 
it and various later ones o f  the same priority. We also do this if we find 
that incorrect information about B was used in any of the related com- 
putations. The purpose of cancelling later requirements here and above 
for the positive requirements is to insttre that permanent requirements 
of each particular priority (and value of ha(x)) are created only for ini- 
tial segments of/~. We now give the formal description of  the negative 
requirements at stage a. 
For each x < 3' we let y be the least vt, < ~ (if there is one) for which 
there is no current N r x w with h~(x) = h°(x), if there is an n-x-active 
e < f°h°(x) such that ( f - I  e)oa t g°0' )  = C ° r g°(v) we let R be • O~X.~" 
the information about A used in the least such computation. We aiso 
let S,,,x,y be the information about B used in this computation i cluding 
that forg°(y) and h°(v). 
We now define (simultaneously with the construction) several func- 
tions needed to build our negative requirement No.x,y from Ro.x.y. To 
begin we set 
P(r) = ~ ~ I there is a positive requirement tbr/~ current 
at the beginning of  stage r 3. 
Our next ~-recursive functions U r and T r are defined on t~-finite sets 
of ordinals K and t~-finlte sets of  quadruples of ordinals respectively. 
U~(K) = (<6, o, w, z~ I for some • E K ~ P(r) there is an No, w, ~ current 
at stage r such that w ~ ~r I (r/) = the priority of the positive requirement 
associated with r/, ~1 ~ N' and/i ~ N o w z )" We set 
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Tr(L) = {(6, o, w, z) i for some (r/, r, s, t) ~ L, r/~'P(r),  
w < s , ,  ~ N' b ~ which is • " ~,,w,z ' Nv ,  u,,z 
current at stage r}. 
Note that i fK  n A r = 0, then rr 0 JUt(K)] n A • = 0. Similarly 
~r o[L] n A r = 0 hnplies that lr 0 [Tr(L)] n A • = 0. Our last a-recursive 
function V r is defined on ~-finite sets of ordinals by applying U r and 
then closing under Tr: 
tm+X(K)=Tr(Vnr(K)) '"  " VT(K) = n<wU :r~(K) 
Again we point out that A r n K = t3 implies that 7% [V (K)] n A r = O. 
We can now define our requirement No, x,y and the associated infGr- 
mation Oo.x,y used about B from Ro, x,3, and So.x.y. We first set 
o.x.y = ~Ro.x,y u 7r o [Vr(Ro,x,y)] ) -P (o )  
O,,,x,y' = U{Oo,,x,.y, I (38) ((5, o; x; 3">~ Vo(Rox  , )}  u , , j  Sa ,  x ,y  • 
We now finally set 
= ~J~ N' No,x,y t. r,.x, z I ~'~.,x,y is current at sta~z o, 
z -<< 3' and hr(x) = h°(x)  } 
u N'  a, x ,y  ' 
= O ' I Nr, x, z is current at stage o, O o, x.y ( Or, x,z 
z <~ y and hr(x) = iza(x)} 
u O' ct, x ,y  " 
Thus N O x v is responsible for the inforn~ation used about A in the 
computation~of C ° ~ go(),) while Oo ,~ v contains all the information 
about B used in any computation i volved in No, x,y. We declare No,x,y 
to be a negative requirement o f  priority x. It is cancelled at any later 
stage at which one of its elements i put into A or an element of Oo.x,y 
is enumerated in B. As before, a negative requirement hat has not yet 
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been cancelled is curretlt while those that are never cancelled are per- 
manent and all others are temporary. Again much as for the positive 
requirements we define a reduction procedure to be n-x-actire at state 
a unless there is a current N such that h~(x) = hr (x )  which is asso- 
T, W, 2 
elated with a computation 
( f - l  a)A T t gr (y )  = C r r g,~O,L C r t grO') ~ (~ r g"O' ) ,  
i.e., unless we h~ve a computation that seems to show that C canl'lol be 
computed from A via f -  t e. 
The construction. We proceed by stages following the dictates of  the 
requirements at every step. At each successor stage o we first form all 
requirements as described above. We then begin following their directions. 
We first put (0, x) into A for each x enumerated in B at stage o. We of 
course cancel any requirements necessary either because of the new 
information about B or because of the new elements entering ,4. We then 
proceed inductively through x < 3' putting in all elements with current 
positive priority x into A unless they belong to current negative require- 
ments of priority x' ~ x. Again we cancel negative requirements as we 
put elements into A in this process. Thus we see that a negative require- 
ment No, x,y has higher priority than a posit ive requirement Pr, x', z iff 
x <~ x'. Of course No.x y or Po,x,5, have higher priority than Nr . . . .  x, - and 
P,x',z i fx  < x'. Note finally that when we finish every element with a 
current positive requirement has been put into A unless it belongs to a 
still current negative requirement N x.,, of higher priority. Indeed from 
the definition of the negative requirements it must belong to so,ue A," 
" O.X~)" 
of higher priority. 
To ensure that these remarks remain true at limit I :vels we begin each 
limit stage ), by proceeding inductively through the r ~quirements still 
current as we did at the end of each successor stage. We then begin form- 
ing requi ~,lents and following their directions exactly as above. 
5. The priority argument and proof 
We proceed via a long sequence of lemmas to establish the eventual 
effects of the construction and in this way to prove that the set A 
enumerated by the construction has all the required propert!es. 
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Lemma 5.1. One can c~-recursively decide ij'.l'or a given (o. x, y } a P O,X,y 
is ever created and for a given element i f  it is associated with any Po, x,y" 
Moreover (tbr each x' < 7) one can tell a-recursively in B i f  any Po, x,y 
(with x < x') created is permanent. Finally, ~f Po, x.y is permanent, the 
associated comlmtatk~l  c)f {.f - l  e IB° ~ g°(v)  uses no incorrect infornla- J o  
tion about B. 
Proof. To see It any P,,.x y is ever created or if (w, x, o, z) is associated 
with a Po, x.y just go to stage o and check. Of  course, it is permanent iff 
Pax. v n B = 0 which is clearly a-reeursivc in B. Finally i f P  ° ~. v n B = 0 
then by definit ion the computat ion uses no incorrect information about 
B. (For x < x' < 3' the intbrmation eeded to determine if h°(x)  uses 
incorrect information about C is a-finite and so can be used to keep the 
determination of the permanence of Pox. v a-recursive in B.) [] 
Lemma 5.2, I ra negative requirement N .x,y ts permanent, then the 
associated computat ivn {,f -I e~'l°-' o I' gO(y) uses no incorrect injbrmation 
about A or B. 
Proof. Since No,x.y is pernlanent Oo.x.y n B = 0 and so no incorrect 
information is used about B. Thus it suffices to prove that the informa- 
tion R x.y used about A is correct, i.e., Ro.x,y n A = 0. Suppose, for 
the sake of contradiction, that some z E R n A. Since N is u,X,y o,x,y 
permanent, z q~ Na.x,y. Thus by the definit ion of N o x.v, z ~ P(o). As 
z $ ,4 ° totherwise it could not be in Ro,x, ~, i it must be in some current 
N' with priority higher than the positive requirement attempting 
• T. W, .~ 
to put z into A.  In particular, 
z 6 7r o [Uo(Ro,x,y) ] C rr o[ Vo(Ro, x,y)] . 
We now let w be an element of  w 0 [ V~,t'Ra,x v~'] put into A by a posi- 
tive requirement of ifighest possible priority, say Pr, u.z" As Ro, x,y n A ~ = O, 
7r0lVo(Ro.x.y)l n A '~ = 0 
t 
and so w E A -A  ° .  Moreover  w q~ No, x,y c No,x,y since it is permanent. 
By definit ion then w E P (o ) .  As for z, we see that w belongs to some 
current ~ , , , with .  ~< u. Consider now how w got into ~r 0 [Va(Ro, x,y)]. 
" O ,X  . )  
It was as an element of  some No,,,x.,y,, all of  which was put into 
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7r o [ Vo(R o, x,y)], lf x" <~ x' we let N o. x. y,, beN. Otherwise x' < x" and 
N'a;x;y, and ~a",x",y" have the element w ~ P(o) in common. As 
Va(Ro, x,y) is closed under T we see that in this case i\~;x,y, 
7r 0 [ V(Ro, x,y)] and we let No, x,,y, be N. In either case w belongs to a 
negative requirement N ~ ~r o [ Vo(Ro, x.y )] with higher priority than 
Pr,u,z which is current at stage o. Since w ~ A, however, N is temporary. 
It cannot be cancelled because of an element of the associated set O 
being enumerated in B since O ~ Oo,x.y and Oo.x.y n B = 0. Thus N 
must be cancelled by an el,~ment o of N being put into A. Since N is of 
higher priority than Pr.u,z o must be put into A by a positive require- 
ment of still higher priority. As o ~ N c_ rt ° [ Vo(R ° x y)l we have contra- 
dicted our choice of w as an element of 7r 0 [ Vo(Ro,x'y)] put into A by a 
positive requirement of highest possible priority. [] 
We now establish the main lemma delimiting the course of the con- 
struction by a simultaneous induction on x < 3'. 
Lemma 5.3. For each x < 3', 
( i ) one can tell a-recursively in B ifa negative requirement ofprioriO, 
less than x is permanent; 
(2) there are only' a-finitely many permanent negative requirements 
of  priority less than x; 
(3) any element ]or which there is" a perntanent positil~e requirement 
of priority x' < x gets put Otto A unless it belongs to a permanent nega- 
tive requirement of  priority <~x' which is created by the stage at which 
the positive one is created; 
(4) there are only a-finitely .~zny (o, x'. y) stwh that Po,x',y is perma- 
nent and x' < x. Moreover there :ire only a-finitely tt, lny permanent 
positive requirements ofprioriO' less than x. 
Proof. W~ begin by x~oting that e-recursiveiy n B we can tell which ele- 
ments <0, ~) are ever put into A. Turning to the induction we attack 
the case x + 1 armed with the a-finite reformation provided by the 
induction hypothesis. That is, we have the sets of permanent positive 
and negative requirements of priority less than x as well as that of per- 
manent Pa.x',y for x' < x given as a-finite parameters. We can then 
establish the claims for x + 1. 
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( ! } We wish to decide a-recursively in B if any ne~,ative requirement 
No, x,,~, is permanent, First we ascertain if 0 o,.,.x, v f'~ ';' = ~b. If not Na, x,y 
is, of  course, temporary. If so we next se.e if <0, z~, ~- Na.x,y for z ~ B. 
Again if so, the requirement is temporary. Otherwise Lemma 5.1 asso- 
ciates elements in N with for v' " o,x,y Pr, x',y . < x. Of :hese we can decide 
using the inlbrmation above which are permanent. As the temporary 
~S Pr, x',y form an a-finite set, we can a-recursively proceed to a stage at 
which they have all been cancelled. If no element olNo, x,y has gone 
inlo ,4 by this stage, one can be put in oniy by a permanent positive 
requirement, By (3) we can decide if this ~ver happ~,ns from the infor- 
mation supplied by the induction hypothesis, We hive thus decided 
whether No,x,y is permanent by a process clearly a4ecursive in B (it will 
handle any a-finite coUection of Na.x,y using only a-finitely much of  B). 
(2) We choose r as in 3.7 such that h°(x) ~ Lvx) for every o > r. The 
negative requirements with priority x current at stage r form an a-finite 
set. By ( ! ) we can decide which are permanent on the basis of a-finitely 
much information about B (indeed B I' o with the inductive ~nformation 
suffices). Thus the permanent ones at stage r form an a-finite set. After 
stage r all negative requirements No, x,y (for o > r) are necessarily tem- 
porary if h°(x) > h(x). Thus we need only consider ones created at 
stages o ~ r for which h°(:¢) = h(x). By Lemma 3.1 we may also assume 
that f °h (x )  = ~/7z(x) for a ;~ r. 
(onslder now the set 
W = (e < j'h(x) i (3o) (e is not n-x-active at stage o 
because of some permanent negative 
requirement and h ° ix) = h(x)}. 
As I¢ c Jh(x) < O and it is I; l (B) by ( 1 ), it is a-finite. Moreover the map 
from e e W to the stage o putting it into W is wa-recursive in B. As its 
domain is W ~ fit(x) < 0 ~< t8 its range is bounded, say, also by r. After 
stage r, then, any permanent negative requirement No, x,y formed is 
a~ociated with t~ computation {f- le}'2° [" gO(y)= C ° ~ g°(Yi* such that 
CO l' galy)  = C I" g(v). (Otl~erwise this e was n-x-active at stage o >t r but 
would no longer be so once C ° I' gO') changed. Thus e would enter W 
after stage r, a contradiction.) We thus see the eventual source of our 
contradiction - we shall comput,~ C from B. 
The final point now is that ore construction assures us that permanent 
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negative requirements IVa, x,y constructed at stages o such that h°(x) = 
h(x) are created for y's forming an initial segment of/3. As they are recog- 
nizable a-recursively in B by ( 1 ) the only way for ~hem not to form an 
a-finite set is for them to be created for every y < ~. If this were to happen. 
however, we could compute C from B as follows: To compute C r 5 
begin at stage r of the construction and proceed until a permanent nega- 
tive requirement No.x.y is created with gaO,) > 6. By our choice of  r 
the associated computation gives the correct value of  C I" o from which 
we immediately recover C ~" 6. This procedure is 0~-recursive ill B by ( ! ) 
and so we have contradicted the basic fact that B < C. ot 
(3) Say we have a permanent positive reqtlirement of priority x' for 
an element 7/created at a stage r. After stage r it can be put into nega- 
tive requirements of priority y < x only if all of  one of the negative 
requirements of  priority ), containing it at stage r is also included. Thus, 
if by some stage o > 7" all those of priority < x containing it at stage r
are cancelled, it would belong to no current negative requirement after 
stage o. Indeed. as the set of such requirements containing 7/at stage r
is a-finite, if all of them are assumed temporary then such a o. of course, 
exists. Moreover as the positive requirement for r/is permanent i will 
be current after stage o and so ~/will then be put into A. 
(4) Using Lemma 5. ! in place of ( 1 ) we can mimic the discussion in 
(2) to find a r such that no reduction procedure < jh(x) first fails to 
be p-x-active because of a permanent Po,x,y after stage r. Of course~ we 
also assume that h°(x) >~ h(x) andf°h(x) =fit(x) tbr o i> r. As lbr the 
P,x,y current at stage r, we can decide which are permanent using B t' r 
(and C I' r). The permanent oi:es therefore form an a-finite set and we 
need only worry about ones created after r. 
As before, the computations corresponding to per: laz~ent P
O,X,3" 
created after stage 7-give only correct information about A t gO'). As 
the oermanent Po, x,y also have y's corresponding to an initial segment 
of ~ the o,~ly way a-infinitely many could be created wo~.dd be for them 
to be tbrrp ~,d for every y < ~. Again this would imply that A <,  B. If 
this were the case, however, we could compute C from A and B ~md so 
from B alone: To compute C t 6 proceed to a stage o ~ ~ at which a 
permanent Po, x,y is created with g°(.l,) > 6. Permane~t positive require- 
ments will now be created for precisely those (h~(x), x, o, z) for which 
z E C. By (3) these elements will get into A unless they belong to per- 
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manent negative requirements of lfigher priority. By (2), however, there 
are only t~-finitely many such elements. Let o be a bound on the fourth 
coordinates of such elements. (Note that o is independent of/5.) C I' v 
is a-finite and so we may now recover C 1"/5 from A" z ~ C iff 
(h°(x), x, a, z) ~ A or z ~ C i' v. Thus we again contradict B <,~ C if there 
are a-infinitely many permanent P o,x,y" 
To see that there are also only t~-finitely many permanent positive 
requirements of priority x, just note that they correspond exactly to the 
e lements , ,  ~o'p. x, o, z) such that Po, x.y is permanent and z ~ C t gO'). 
The y's for which there are permanent P~,,x.y are bounded below/3 say 
by w. As C is regular, C I' g(w) is ~-finite and so the set of elements 
(h ° ix), x, o, z)just described is also e-finite. 
We now deal with the case that x is a limit ordinal (not applicable 
here). Of course (3) carries through the limit stages automatically. 
(4) By 3.7 there is a r such that (Vo > r) (Vz < x) (h°(z) >~ h(z)). 
Of course, after stage r, permanent Po, z.y are created only when h"(z) = 
h(z). We now define a function k by k(z,y~ = o if at any stage o't> ra  
permanent Po',z,w is created tbr w >t y and Po, z,y has not yet been can- 
celled. Clearly k i,.: ,F,v i (B) and so wa-recursive in B and fulfills the hypo- 
thesis of Lemma 2.6 by our induction hypothesis. Thus by Lemma 3.6 
its range is bounded, say by r/>t r. From the definition of k we see that 
no perlnanen~ P~,.x,y ~.'an be created after stage fT. Moreover there are 
only c~-finitely many permanent Po.x.3 current at stage r~ since we can 
pick them ot:t using j{~st he a-:'inite set B I- r~. Finally we only need an 
initi~d segment of C (C t g(O z..x K :  ) suffices) ~o decide which associated 
elements get permanent posi~lvc requirement. Thus these too form an 
a-finite set. 
( 1~ ~e begin armed with the ~-finite sets of permanent Pa,x',y and 
posit2ve requirements of priority x' < x. We can a-recursively find a 
stage r ~ r/(as above} by which all of these requirements have been 
created. Using B t r we can decide which Na,x,y, o < 7- and x' < x are 
permanent: As in the proof of (1) at successor stages, we determine 
which are ter:aporary because O o.x,,y r~ B ~ 0 or Na, x,,y tq ((0} X B) ¢ 0 
and which because lements in No.x,y with temporary positive require- 
ments get into A. To determine which are cancelled because of perma- 
nent requirements putting elements in N~, ,y  into A we proceed induc- 
tively through x. At each step o < x we note as temporary all 3o, x,y 
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containing elements with permanent positive reqairement,~ of priority 
x" < x' which do not belong to a negative requirement of higher priority 
not yet noted as temporary, Clearly at the end of  this a-recursive process 
we have found all the temporary ones. Thus the permar~ent A~ ,,, ,, with 
o < r and x' < x form an a-finite set. Applying (3), we can now deter- 
mine the o~-finite set of  elements put into A by permanent positive 
requirements. 
Armed with all the above information we can now directly decide a- 
recursively in B if an No, x,y with o :~ r, x' < x is permanent. We simply 
ask ifOo, x,y n B = O, ({O)XB) n ~'ox), = Oand if no permanent re- 
quirement puts an element u~f.,~o,x:y,V into A. Finally we can a-recursive- 
ly pick out the temporary Po, w.z wi~h w < x' associated with elements 
in No, x,,y and wait until they are all cancelled. If we have not discovered 
that No, x,,y is temporary after all ol this, then it is permanent. 
(2) Using (1) we can mimic the proof o f  (4) to find a bound ~ (greater 
than the r of  (1) as well) on the stages at which permanent N , are CL3C ,y 
created for .,c' < x. The argument just used in (1) to show that the per- 
manent No, x,,y current at stage ~" form an a-finite set shows that those 
created by stage r/(and so all of them) form an ~-finite set. [] 
We will now present hree lemmas that show that A has all the re- 
quired properties: A ~<a C, A ~,~ B and C ~a A. This will complete the 
proof of otu" theorem. 
Lemma 5.4. A < C 
Proof. We first claim that given a stage r such that B r 1" r = B I' r and 
C ~" I' r = C 1" 7- we can a-recursively determine A 1' r. Gi, en any ~ < r 
we wish to know if ~ ~_ A. For there to be any possibiliZy of this, ~ must 
be of the form (h°(x), x, o, z). If so o < (ha(x), x, o, z) = 6 < r and so 
we can che~..: if ~5 is associated with any Pa,x,y" Moreover z < 6 < r, so 
C r I' r = C r ,, implies that if a positive requirement is ever created for ~5 
it has been created by stage r. Now P ~ o < r, and so B ~ I' r - B 1' r o~x,y 
implies that if it is temporary, it has been cancelled by stage ~ Thus we 
can tell e-recursively which 8 < r are put into A by temporary reqtfire- 
ments and which have permanent positive requirements. 
We now look at the a-finite set of negative requirements No, x,y with 
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o < r current at stage r. Again, as B r I' r = B ~' T and N O x v ¢ a and 
O~,,x,y C a for all o, none of them can ever be cancelled because of ele- 
merits being enumerated in B. Moreover, since they have survived to 
stage r, none can be destroyed by a temporary positive requirement. 
We can now proceed ~x-reclu'sively b  induction through 3, to decide 
which of the elements ~ < 1" with permanent positive requirements 
actually get into A as in the proof or" the limit case of Lemma 5.3(1). 
Thus it suffices to show that given any e we can find ~-recursively in
C a r ;~ o such that B ~ 1' ~;" = B l" r and C ~ ¢ r = C ¢ r. As we can clearly 
determine a-recursively in C if there is such a stage below any given level, 
it suffices to show that there are unboundedly many such stages. To see 
this we define a sequence o~ as tbllows: ~- 
O 0 =O,  
O2n+l is the least 6 ~ o2n such that B ~ 1' o2, = B I' a2n, 
O2n+2 is the least 6 ~ Cr2n+l such flaat C~[ ' o2,,+ 1 = C~O2n+l. 
There clearly exist such o,z because of the regularity of B and C. More- 
over, the sequence is clearly wa-recursive in C. Thus if rcf(C) > w, 
Uo n = r < a is our desired r. 
We ~ue somewhat differently in this case. Suppose we wish to cal- 
culate A 1' r. We can a-recursively ~Lemma 5.1 ) determine which ele- 
ments ~ < o are associated with any Pa,x,y" Using C (as B <~ C) we can 
decide which are temporary as usual and which have fourth coordinates 
in C. We can then go to a stage rh by which all temporary Pa, x.y have 
been cancelled and all permanent requirements have been created, in 
addition to the elements that have already gotten into A we must decide 
which of the permanent requirements succeed. As h°(x) must be com- 
puted incorrectly on a final segment of 7 = co at this stage, these perma- 
nent requirements are all of priority less than some n < w. To see which 
of them get into A we must determine which of the No.m,y with m <~ n 
current at stage rt~ are permanent. We can as usual tell a-recursively in C 
whicll are cancelled because of elements being enumerated in B or by 
elements of  temporary requirements getting into A. Otherwise they can 
only be cancelled by permanent positive requirements of priority < n -  1. 
We can now repeat he or.~ginal procedure to get to a stage 77 2 by which 
all elements of the No.x.y current at r/1 that ever get permanent positive 
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requirements of priority < n-- I have gotten them. We continue this way 
to see which of them get into A by examining the No.m.y for ,,t! ~ n - 1 
current at 772. By lepcating this whole proce:~ n times we arrive at a stage 
~ln at which we can finally work upwards through n to decide at the end 
which permanent positive requirements for elements fi < o succeed. This 
of course finishes our computation ofA l' o. As it only needs finitely 
many iterations of a process ~-recursive in C it is itself bounded and e- 
recursive in C. [] 
Note that it is clear from this proof that A is regular. 
Lemma 5.5. A ~a B. 
Proof. If not, let e < p be such that we can compute A t'rom B via f -  ! e. 
By Lemma 3.9 we can choo~,;e an x < 7 such that e < ]h(x). By Lemma 
5.3 there is a least 3' </3 for which there is no permanent Po.x.y with 
h°(x) = h(x). Moreover we can find a stage r by which permanent Po.x,z 
with h°(x)  = h(x) have been created lbr every - < y. By 3.7, 3.1, 3.2 
and related remarks, we may also assume that h°(x)  >i h(x) (h°(x)  = 
h(x)), f °h (x )  =)h(x),  f - I  e is correctly computed at stage o and g°O') = 
g(y) for all o I> r. As A is regular and can be computed from B via f - I  e, 
there is a correct computation of A I' gO') from B via f~ l e requiring 
some a-finite set to be contained in B. As B is ~-r.e. we may also assume 
that all the positive information about B needed in the least such com- 
putation is available by stage r. By the regularity of A we may next 
assume that A ~ g(y) = A ~ ~ g~yL As the set of  smaller possible computa- 
tions from some B ° is (x-finite and all of them are incorrect we may also 
B T A ~ r assume that by stage r { f - I  e} r 1, gr0, ) = ~ g ( ' )  = A r gO')" Similar- 
ly we may assume that by stage r all smaller computt~Tions via any f 1 71 
for ~ </h(x )  that are incorrect have been found to bc so. If there is a 
current Pr.x.y at stage r with hr(x) -- h(x), it is temporary by our choice 
o fy  a~ld ~ wait until stage r' when it is cancelled. 
There is now only one thing that might prevent us from making the 
smallest of these correct computations of A [' gO,') from B into a perma- 
nent Po, x,y at tile first stage o ~ r' l\w which ]t°(x) = h(x). It is if none 
of the relevant r /< .th(x) are p-x-active at stage o. However they can fail 
to be p-x-active at such a stage only because of a permanent Pv, x~z" Now 
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any computal io n associated wit h such a permanenl P.x, z is correct 
with respect o B, i.e., via such an f - . l~ one can compute incorrect in- 
formation about A from B, Thus our e cmmot be p-v-inactive at st~ch a 
stage o since by assumption we can compute A fl'om B ,Aa.f-I e. Finally 
by 3.8 there is indeed a first o > 7" for which h°(x) = h(x). Thus at stage 
a we cre:~te a permanent P x, v contradicting our choice o fy .  [] 
Now for our very last lemma. 
Lemma 5.6, (' ¢, A. 
Proof. If not we have an e' < fit(x) such tha~ C can bc computed from 
A via e'. As in the last lemma we let y be the least z </3 for which there 
is no permanent No, x,: with ha(x) = ] t (x ) ,  By an al~ument similar to the 
one above, we can find a stage o ~ r' at which we make a negative re- 
quirement No.x,y corresponding to the least correct computation of 
C ~ g(v) from 4 via any f -  l e for which e < fit(x) is never prevented 
from being n-x-active bv a permanent ,V with h~(x) = h(x). Our 
- ~r ,,2, 2 - 
only new problem is that the requirement so created may not be perma- 
nent, Although the information R = R,.x, v used about A in tb_is compu- 
tation is correct as is the information S = So.x,y used about B, the require- 
ment N~r.x ,'. and its associated O,, v ~ contain other information that may 
be incorrect, If so ,V is temporary. Note however that at the fir,;t 
O,X 1'  
stage o' after it is cancelled and for which h°'(x) = h(x) we again try to 
make a requirement N .x  ' v out of R. As such stages are unbounded in a, 
it suffices to show that eventually one of these attempts produces a per- 
manent requirement. As all N x,z for z < 3' and hV(x) = h(x) current at 
such stages are by choice of r' permanent, we need only find ,,inch a stage 
r/ ibr whic l l  'V' = = L ,~,x.y n A O, and O',7.x.y n B 0. Thus it surely suffices 
{as we would try to form such N,x ,y  unboundedly often) to find an r/' 
such that for all 77 ) r/', 
A c~ (rr O [ Vn(R) ] .... P(r,~)) = 0. 
O(Oo,.x,y, I (36)((6, e' .x' ,3"')E V (R))} n B-- :~.  
(Recall that R n A = 0 end S n B = 0 by assumption). 
We begin our search tbr 7l' by setting 
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P = {6 i there is a permanent positive requirement 
for 6 created at some stage o }. 
By the proof of  Lemma 5.4 there is a function F weakly r,-recursive in 
C taking an t~-finite set K to a stage o by which a!l Po',x',.,," that are asso- 
ciated with elements of K have been created, all temporary ones have 
been destroyed and all associated permanent requirements have been 
created. This function F is now quite useful. First note that K n P(o) = 
K n P for all o ~ F(K). We can then conclude from tlle definitions of 
U o and T o that Uo(K) and Ta(L),  where n'0(L) = K, are non-increasing 
for o >-- F(K). This of  course is the key to finding T/', 
We wish to use F to find a stage r alte, ~<fich I%(K) is non-increafing 
for then it will eventually become constan * and we will reach our goal. 
To do this we form a sequence o n defined by a o = F(R) o r' (the r' 
analogous to that of  5.5), and o,+ l = F(%[Vnn(R) ]  ), As t/'~(R) is a- 
recursive and F is wa-recursive in C the sequence o n is weakly wa-recur- 
sire in C. We claim that I/" n (R) is non-increasing after stage o n . As 
I/°(R) = U~r (R) the clahn follows immediately for n = 0 from U~(R) 
being non-increasing after o 0 . Proceeding by induction we assume that 
Vnon (R) ~- V~' (R) for r >f o n . Therefore F(% [ V'o~ n (R)]) ~ F(a' 0 [ V" (R }1 ) 
for all r~  o n . Thus VTn+I (R) = Tr(Vn(R))  is non-increasing after o,,+1 = 
F(Vnn(R))  and our claim is established. 
if rcf(C) > ~ then o = Lln<,~ o n is surely less than c~ (At stage o 0 
there must be a bound n on the positive requirements ~or elements of  R 
as h °o must be incorrect on a final segment of w. As each successive 
application of T r adds new elements with strictly decreasing priorities, 
Vr(R) = V~T+Ic~R) for all r~> o 0. We here set o = on< a.) Thus for r> o. 
V (R)  is non-increasing. By the analysis in the proof e, f" Lemma 5.3( 1 ) 
the set of temporary negative requirements current at ~!age o is a-finite. 
We can therefore find a stage o" ~ o by which all of them have been 
cancelled. ?l',us after stage o", V~(R) is constant and contains only 
(5, o', x', y:'. for permanent No, x,,y,. Thus r> o" implies that 
%[V (R)] c~ A = 0and 
U{Oo, x, v, I (36) (~6, o', x ' ,y '~c  V (R)) n B = O, 
i.e., o" is our desired ~'. An examination of  the construction of negative 
requirements now shows that, at the first r /> o" at which hn(x)  = h(x) 
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and there is no current V we ~:reate an N associated with our o,X,) '~ - ~ , ,x ,y  
least correct computat ion from an n-x-active < t7z(x) wb, ich is perma- 
nent thereby contradicting our choice of 3'. [] 
6. The et-calculability degrees are dense 
In this section we will describe tile modifications of our proof  needed 
to show that the a-calculability degrees are also dense. We refer the 
reader to [ 13], [ 16] or [22] for the relevant definitions and basic facts 
about a-caiculability. We begin with two such facts that considerably 
simplify our task. First, all non-hvyerregular ~-r.e. sets fall into the same 
a-calculability degree. Second, all ~ther a-r.e, degrees (i.e., those con- 
taining a hyperregular set) are also :~-calculability degrees. Thus if for 
each incomplete hyperregular -:.e, set B we can construct a hyper- 
regular a-r.e, set A such that B < A, we will establish the density of 
the a-calculability degrees. 
To construct such an A we proceed as before (using any non-hyper- 
regular a-r.e, set as C) with one change. We replace the negative require- 
ments of Section 4 by ones which try to preserve computat ions of ini- 
tial segments of ( f - t  e} A , The idea is to guarantee the hyperregularity 
of A by eventually preserving (by a method a-recursive in B) computa- 
tions of {.f~ i <~ }A on sufficiently large initial segments. As B is hyper- 
regular, this will lbrce {f-t  e}A to be bounded oa this initial segment 
and so A will be hyperregular. The procedure is very much like that of 
[16] except that we must fit the requirements into the infinite injury 
format. 
As in [ 161 we first note that it suffices to preserve {f- I e}A on 
initial segments of  length at most the la;t regular cardinal ~: of L (e if 
there is no such ~:). (l 'his suffices since trivial manipulations will convert 
any function demonstrating the non-hyperregularity of A into one cf  
this form.) We now formally describe the creation of negative require- 
mentsNo,~,y at stage o. 
For each e < O we let y be the least w < ~:(e) for which there is no 
current Nr,~. w with gz(y'°h°(z) > e) = laz(f'hr(z) > e). If ( f - I  e~}~°(y) 
converges via some computat ion from A ° we let Ro,e,y and S o, ~,y be 
the negative information used about A and B respectively in the least 
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such computation. We then form No,~. v and O o e v as before. Tile nega- 
tive requirement A a.,,y is now given pi'iority x = l az l f °h° (z )  > el.  Of 
course these requirements are cancelled as before. 
The construction of our set A and tile proof that it h~s all the re- 
quired properties flow follow file path of  the original argument with 
only two changes. The first occta-s in file proof that there are only ~- 
finitely many permanent negative requirements of priority < x for each 
x < 3' (Lemma 5.3(2)). We of course begin at a stage o after which 
hr(y) t> h(y) and f rh (y )  = fl~O') for all 3, < x. The permanent negative 
requirements of priority less than x formed after stage o correspond 
(via Nr,e,y ~ (e, ¢o)) to a subset of 6 X ~: (6 X 6) where ~ = O (fit(y) t y < x } 
which is Xl (B) by 5.3(1). If ~: is not defined then this is a-finite as 6 < p. 
Otherwise ~ = p because of the hyperregularity of B. In this case we 
first eliminate those e < 6 foi which there are permanent No,,. w for 
every w < p. Again this set is a-finite since it is a ~t (B) subset of ~. 
The remaining pairs (e, w) with permanent Nr,e,a, now yield a collec- 
tion of fewer than O sets 
K e = (w i (3T)  (Nr.e, w is permanent } 
each of ~-cardinality less than p which is uniformly Xl (B). By [ 18. 
Lemma 3.2] (with B for A) the entire set of  such pairs is a-finite. Thus 
in all cases there are only a-finitely many pairs (e, w) with permanent 
N,c ,w.  As the induccd map (e, w) ~ r is e~-recursive in B tile collectio,1 
of such NT. e,w is also a-finite by the hype :regularity of  B. 
The second and final change consists in proving that A is hyper- 
regular ather than C~ A. If not let e < p be such that (.f-I e}A I' ~:(e) 
is unbounded in e. Suppose first that there is a w < ~:(e) such that there 
is no permanent No,~. w with priority x =/az[fh(z) > el .  Let y be tile 
least such w and argue precisely as in Lemma 5.6 to show that we must 
eventually create a permanent N o ~ w with priority x corresponding to
the correct computaticn of Lf - l  e} :'~ (.v). Thus there must be permanent 
No, e, w of p?~ority x for every w < ~(e). Our main lemma, however, 
1~.4  °- ,~ shows that t~aey form an a-finite set. The values computed for Lm e~, o o~J 
are therefore bounded. On tile other hand Lemma 5.2 tells us that they 
are correct, i.e., ~..-l e)A (w) = ~.~1 e)~°Ov). Thus we have contradicted 
the assumption that A was not hyperregular nd have our desired result. 
As Lemma 5.4 also carries over we have in fact proven the following 
stronger theorem: 
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Theorem 6.1. I f  B <~ Care ~-r.¢. then there is at1 a-r.e, A such that 
B <~ A < C Moreover (EB is hyperregular, A may also be taken to 
be hyperregular. 
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